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P & S Engraving was formed in 1980 by myself Brian Skilton and partner Roy Pettitt. We had both 

worked in the trade since the 1920’s.

Our working methods have had to change in recent years, using more modern equipment and materials, 
to enable us and our staff to provide a better service and keep our prices at an affordable level. The main 
objective always being to produce the highest quality tools possible, to help you, the bookbinder, restorer, 
teacher or student to safeguard the books of the world for future generations and keep the ancient craft of 
bookbinding alive.

This long overdue catalogue replaces our outdated one and shows a vastly increased range of designs 
and type styles to help you when planning new bindings or assist with restorations. We have tried to explain 
our products clearly in the following pages, but are always ready to give further advice if required.

Shortly after starting P & S Engraving the bookbinder and teacher Daphne Beaumont -Wright 
approached us regarding some special tools for her students at Guildford. We were pleased to be able to 
reproduce the tools required and she has been a friend and patron to this day. When asked to write a ‘few 
words’ of  introduction she produced the wonderful letter which we have reproduced at the end of the 
catalogue, P 77.              

In more recent years we have engraved tools for Bernard  Middleton. On a recent visit to his bindery 

results.        
                              

He has also been kind enough to write a few words here on our behalf.                                
    

Finishing tool  engravers are important to virtually all craft binders, highly competent 
engravers are very  important, and if they happen to be in addition, very friendly, co-operative 

satisfy our needs. Bearing all this in mind, I welcome Roy Pettitt and Brian Skilton’s new, 

and that their customers need not worry about having to look elsewhere.

   As one who restores leather bindings and also rebinds early books in period styles, I welcome 
  .seugolatac rehto on  ni nees evah I erutaef a ,sllor dna sloot  dnah oilgatni fo noisulcni eht

Also new, is the straight-grain pallet (p24). Originally, this was used early in the 19th century 
when the boards of calf-bound books were crushed, one at a time, in a standing-press, with 
straight-grain plates, and the pattern needed to be carried over the spine. Now, when ungrained 
new leather is used to repair the joints, the tool can be heated and impressed across the new 
leather so that it can be blended in with the old.             

 (continued p76)                       
  

INTRODUCTION
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Our handtools are deeply engraved on 
hard brass, with extra thick heads for 
better heat retention. The outside forms 
are cut closely to the design in order to 
improve sighting. All of our handtools 
now have a domed face which greatly 
aids ‘ putting the tool d own’, whilst 
giving more ‘life’ to the binding than 

The past eighteen years has seen a huge increase in the number of handtools for which we 
have produced masters. Over 1300 are now gathered together in the following pages. Although 
not arranged strictly in chronological order they have been grouped in similar types to make 
comparison and selection easier, i.e. all the small leaf tools have been put on the facing page, 
a selection of Intaglio tools follows for blind tooling. There are some interesting Art Nouveau 
tools and authentic Napoleonic designs. Most of our corner tools have been arranged on a 
double page and are shown in pairs to help visualize centre designs that can be built up. 
Finally there are several pages of modern and emblematic tools.
  

All tools can be reduced or enlarged (please state the required 
height of pattern in mms or inches), an adjustment to the 
price may sometimes be necessary, please enquire. We 
realize that however many designs we show there will 
always be a need for special designs and exact copies 
for restoration. These can be made from artworks, 
good  photocopies,  photographs, slides, original  
bindings or fragments of leather. A quotation will be 
given on sight of artwork. 

HAND TOOLS
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GOUGES AND PALLETS

To  complete the range of 
lining tools, 3  i nch pallets, 

farthing  wheels are also  
available.

Gouges and pallets are made 
from the same hard brass as 
our handtools and are cut from 
5mm thick sheet. The gouges 
are then formed to the required 
curves  before machining,  
this produces better sighting 
than traditional cast gouges. 
Pallets  are  finished flat  on 
the sighting side with a long 
bevel on t he  reverse. They 
are supplied with a 9 inch arc 
as standard, but can be made 

Pallets come in sets of 10, either single line, double line or thick and thin line. Gouges are 
sold as a set of 12, a set of 5 semi-circle, or 4 circle gouges. For more aesthetic tooling our 
set of 40 designer gouges and 7 blending gouges are ideal - these are also available as a half 
set of 20 or they may be supplied individually (as can all tools). 

Unless otherwise requested all single line pallets and gouges are made with a 1.5 point (.020 
inch / .5mm) line thickness. Double and thick and thin line are as shown on the following 
page and come with mitred ends. A starter set of  gouges and pallets along with some simple 
handtools are available in the popular amateur sets (opposite page). Gouges, like our handtools 
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DECORATIVE WHEELS AND FILLETS

INTERCHANGEABLE SMALL WHEELS

inches in diameter (not suitable for longer patterns). They are 1/3 of the standard wheel price 
for the wheel only. The special fork and 12 inch handle is supplied separately in two widths, 
one for patterns up to 1/4 inch wide the other from 1/4 inch to 1/2 inch (wider designs 
not available in small wheels). 

The following pages show a comprehensive range of decorative wheels, many having been 
reproduced from period bindings, desk leathers and trade catalogues. They are made to the 
same high standard as our other tools, very deeply cut on turned blanks  3 inches in diameter 
(this may vary depending on length of pattern sections). The wheels are mounted between 
cast gun-metal forks with specially designed shouldered steel screws, that alleviate binding. 
They are sold complete with fork and handle although  we can supply wheels only. Most 

to run into corners.
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Decorative and line pallets can be made to suit most

They are made 3 inches long as standard, but can be made shorter or up to 4 inches if required 

1/3 of the respective wheel prices.

DECORATIVE PALLETS

DECORATIVE STRIPS

Type high brass strips are also available in most designs. Ideal for underlining or bordering 
alongside type, they can be cut any length up to 6 inch. The body size will be the nearest 
available standard point size. 4 inch strips are priced at 1/4 of the respective wheel price.

Our pallets  are engraved with extra  
depth around  the outer edge,  leavin g 
the indentations  which are a n essential 
visual  a id f or  p reventing ‘doubling’  
when additional impressions need to be 
located.
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Our brass type  is made  to the most  
rigorous standards from the same hard 
brass used for our other tools. The body is 

then ground accurately to the type height. 
The characters are deeply engraved using 
special jigs to ensure perfect alignment 

when used either by hand in a typeholder, 
or in a blocking press. 

BRASS TYPE

The style sheets have been arranged for ease of 

by light serif faces, then Roman faces. Finally 
the scripts, decorative faces and foreign language 
fonts. Most faces are also available with accented 
letters for foreign languages (please supply details 
of requirements). Where  frequently used words 
or phrases are required, dies can be supplied.          

  kcab eht ta dnuof eb nac selyts epyt fo xedni nA
of the catalogue.                                                       

Our range of faces have been gradually increased and now includes 60 styles, which are shown 
on the following pages. To conserve space we now show a complete alphabet of each face 
followed by an example of each point size available, with the actual height shown in mm
(larger or smaller point sizes are available in a limited number of styles, please enquire). The 
names of some of the type faces have been ‘invented’ as they were reproduced from founders 
cast brass type, the names of them long forgotten. 
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A - TYPE HEIGHT - BRITISH TYPE HIGH 
      = .9195ins (23.35mms)
B - BODY (POINT SIZE) 72 POINT = 1 
C - HEIGHT OF FACE - SHOWN IN mm
      ON STYLE SHEETS 
D - BEARD (SEE NOTE BELOW)
E - NICK - DENOTES BOTTOM OF          
      LETTER 

NOTE:- The majority of faces are of a height                   
that will accommodate lower case descenders 
on the beard thus doing away with the need for 
stepped bodies.

All type is supplied British printers type high (other heights supplied to order). Our type is 

6 point type is engraved on an 8 point body. 

QUADS AND SPACERS 
Quads and spacers are supplied as a set of 12 various width quads and 50 hair spacers, in all 
standard point sizes 

COMBINATION OF STANDARD FONTS

Our standard font combinations are as shown below, although any desired combination can 
be supplied on request. Additional punctuation, fractions, foreign accents etc. can be supplied 
as extras, price on application.

100 Piece upper case font
A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z & -  .  ,  ‘ AE OE 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
4  3  3 3  4 2  2 3 4 2 2  3  3  3  4 2  2  4 4 4  3  2  2  2  2  1 1  1 3 2 2  1    1   2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2

150 Piece upper case font
A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P Q R S T U V W X Y Z & -  .  ,  ‘ AE OE 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
6  4  4 4  6 3  2 4 6 3 3  5  5  6  5 3  2  6 7 6  4  3  3  3  3  2 1 1 4  2 2  1    1   3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3

100 Piece lower case font
a b c d e f g h i j k l m n o p q r s t u v w x y z 
6 4  4  4 6 3 3 4 6 3 4 4 4  4  6 3  2 5 5 5 5 2  2  2  2 2

BRASS TYPE
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TYPEHOLDERS

Super rapid typeholders are self centring  and accept  type  from 10pt  to 36pt  in 4 inch
length only. The two jaws are centred when the right  hand screw is turned to  make side 
spacing unnecessary.

Standard  spring typeholders  are  supplied in  3  sizes  2 , 3 and 4 inch  and  will 
accept  type from 8pt to 36pt.  They are cast from gun  metal and machined square  
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Handle letters can be supplied in any of the brass type styles as shown. The larger point 

closely, and right back along the shank, to produce a tool with perfect sighting and ease of 
use. Finally a sighting line is machined square to the face to aid alignment.  Larger letters of 
up to 72 point are available in a limited number of styles (please enquire). 

HANDLE LETTERS

Birch handles are used on all of our tools 
for their resistance to splitting, whilst tangs 
are of smaller size than the shank and are 

from the centre of the handles. 

Handle  letters are supplied in  sets of  40 
consisting of A-Z  0-8  (6 used for 9) & 
AE OE  .  , 

  .sexob nedoow gnorts ni deilppus  era yehT
Individual letters are available if required.
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Brass dies are manufactured by the same 
process as our  handtools  and  type,  the 
resulting  print  being  clear  and sharp  on 
the softest of leathers. A selection of dies 
(reduced in size) which we have supplied 
are shown below. O ur  handtool patterns 
can also be produced as dies  if required, 
as can family crests, logos or any custom 
designs. Quotations will be given on receipt 
of artworks.

BRASS
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Pg no.                                   

88    Academy Condensed
72    Arabic Naskhi                   
44    Adonis extended
65    Americana extra bold
68    American script
69    American uncial
70    Art Nouveau
61    Baskerville
90    Blagovest
53    Camberwell
62    Caslon bold
62    Caslon bold condensed
88    Caslon Regular
69    Celtic script
53    Centaur 
57    Cheltenham old style
56    Chichester italic
55    Chichester light 
        condensed
55    Chichester regular
45    Coronation
45    Devon
59    Edinburgh
59    Elizabethan

Pg no.

67    Engravers Roman
67    Engravers Roman 
        outline
54    Fournier
71    Fraktur
90    Fraktur (Ungar)
51    Frutiger
44    Gill Sans
54    Gloucester
90    Gloucester Russian
61    Goudy old style
49    Granby condensed
72    Greek
49    Grotesque no. 9
72    Hebrew S’tam
46    Helvetica light
46    Helvetica medium
58    Kent
68    Mercury light
50    News Gothic
        condensed
71    Old English
52    Optima
52    Optima medium

Pg no.

51    Pascal
64    Plantin bold
64    Plantin bold condensed
63    Playbill
65    Pretorian
72    Russian
90  Academy Russian
50    Rutland
66    Tiffany extended bold
66    Tiffany extended light
60    Times Roman
60    Times Roman 
        condensed
57    Trajan Roman
47    Univers 49
48    Univers 57
48    Univers 59
47    Univers 65
70    Victoriana
56    Winchester old style
63    Windsor elongated
58    York
89    17th Century
89    18th Century

INDEX OF TYPE STYLES

continued from p3.

 Alternatively, in other cases, it can be along the length of  an inserted new leather joint 

technique if the repair leather is much smoother than the texture of the adjacent deteriorated 
leather on the boards.

 The extended range of type faces will be welcomed, especially by those engaged in 
commercial blocking.

 The slightly domed surfaces of  P & S  tools is an important feature, especially in the case 
of the larger tools because it facilitates good  contact between the centre of the tool and the 
leather, it enables rocking of  the tool which burnishes the gold, and the resulting slightly 
concave impression creates aesthetic interest.

    .skramer s’thgirW-tnomuaeB enhpaD lla esrodne ot yppah ma I ,yllaniF                                                                                          
                                                                                                                                                  (facing page)

 Bernard C. Middleton 
 September 1998
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For nearly eighteen years - from soon after Roy Pettitt and Brian Skilton started up 
their own tool making business - we have enjoyed a friendship which I believe 
has been mutually beneficial. 

And it all began with a little wheel.

My first finishing tools had come from Florence where they were cut by hand in 
a small back room overlooking the Arno by Papa Chelli until suddenly he died. 
They had included small rolls and fillets all made one third the size - and one 
third the price! - of the traditional three inch wheel and interchangeable using 
a specially designed long handled fork.  

Over here when I wanted the same for my students, tool makers didn’t want to 
know until I showed my small wheels to Roy and Brian who, as was always the 
case when I faced them with something different, were always immediately 
enthusiastic and willing to try them. And they sold!

Nothing I suggested was ever a problem, except possibly, the set of 4pt Edinburgh 
which nearly destroyed a promising friendship! They learnt to “dome” all the 
decorative hand tools, the handle letters and the large set of gouges I found 
illustrated in a French catalogue and a day at Guildford watching fifteen students 
all tooling, showed them what the different tools were for and the impossibility of 
using tools - pallets which were too long and gouges and decorative tools which 
were too flat; letters which were flat and hadn’t an accurately angled groove on 
the shank to help position the impression or spine pallet which was curved like a 
banana - and the difference when the tools were properly made. 

Brian’s beautiful draughtsmanship means that they can make a tool from any 
logo, design, flower or little creature, a pair to an existing tool or part of a design 
to match the missing original when restoration needs. 

This new catalogue is a triumph and contains a wonderful range of continental 
and UK tools, beautifully engraved, detailed and deeply cut and wheels which 
are correctly sighted and with handles which are a proper length. 

Everything is cheerfully done to make the finishers job an easier one and on behalf 
of students the world over and myself I must thank Roy and Brian for employing 
their unique standard of craftsmanship for the benefit of so many bookbinders 
and wish them at least another eighteen years of well deserved success. 

Daphne Beaumont-Wright

July 1998

LETTER FROM DAPHNE BEAUMONT-WRIGHT.
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To order please use the enclosed form, which can be sent by post, faxed or alternatively, if 
help with ordering is required or there are some special instructions, your order can be taken 
by phone. Orders may also be sent by email, although for security, credit card details should 
be advised by phone or fax. 

If ordering pallets from wheel designs add a letter P i.e. PDW = decorative pallets, PF = line 
pallet. 

When ordering type we need to know the type style, point size and combination required. 
When making up existing fonts please send a sample E or Z  to ensure accurate alignment and 
weight of face. Please remember when ordering pallet or gouge sets that the line thickness 
will be  supplied as 1 1/2 point unless otherwise requested. 

Payment

Note:- VAT is chargeable on all inland orders and non VAT registered EC customers. VAT

 
registered  EC customers must supply us with their VAT number.

Delivery
Because we have such a large range of tools and type styles it is not practical to carry a great 
deal of stock. For this reason most items are made to order, we do however try to complete 
orders within 28 days of receipt, this may be slightly longer during very busy periods.
If tools are needed more urgently please tell us when ordering, and we will do our best to 
meet any deadlines. 

 
Postage is charged at cost, details shown on price list. Goods may also be collected in person 
and paid for on collection. 

ORDERING

Inland deliveries are normally sent by UK carrier service, urgent orders can be sent by 
timed delivery if required (at additional cost).

Overseas All orders will be sent by the most economical insured service.

Payments can be made by either cheque (UK only) , BACS or credit/debit card (Visa or 
Mastercard) at time of ordering.
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95ELECTRIC FINISHING STOVE

 

BRASS ROLL REST

A solid brass ring used to rest decorative wheels 

even heat distribution.

 from hardwearing stainless steel with
 three aluminium supports for the cast aluminium castellated ring. The unit is

 a thermostatically controlled catering stove which is very hard wearing and 
designed for continuous use over long periods. 1.5kw 230V AC 50Hz
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PART OF THE
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